Student Opinion Survey Comments about Classrooms

I would like to see better heating and more classroom space made available to students at CCSF. There are several instructors that add more students than they should. I don't have a problem only when the class does not fit comfortably in the classroom. The past 2 semesters I have taken a course where the class size is too big for the size of the room given. This is not only a fire code issue but unfair to those students who are enrolled in the class and forced to stand.

I would really like to see the conditions of the classrooms improve. The "bungalows" are not inspiring learning environments. I would also like to see teachers with more time, and patience for one on one interaction with students.

Body and Fender/Evans campus. Evans campus for body and fender is pathetic. The tools are outdated; the tools are worn or deteriorating. Some are useless, nonetheless, are still being handed out for use. This campus is one of the worst school campuses I have been to. This would be the last place I would recommend anyone take body and fender/mechanic courses. Students in SF are better off leaving the county to go to school elsewhere.

I have taken 2 night courses for music and a new practice room is needed. The existing room is a regular classroom and the layout and acoustics of the room are unsuitable for playing music.

I think that the computer lab should be open for longer hours. I work 8-5 everyday and take night classes. After my class, I have a lot to of homework/research that I need to do on the computer after class and I am not able to do so and have to wait for the weekend to do it. I don't feel like I have enough time to do all my work on the computer during the weekends.

The desks at the school are the worst desks ever. I sit in these 30-year-old desks for 3 hours at time and it is not helping my education. Something as simple as comfortable desks and chairs should be attended to. It is obvious it has been more then 20 years since these desks have been updated.

The reading lab in the 2nd/F is too noisy for students to study. Can the library provide EAR PLUGs to students when they have to be there?

Since I already have my AA Degree and I am only taking one class at the Valencia-Castro Campus, many of the questions on your survey did not seem to apply to me and the situation I am in, so I had difficulty completing the survey. I am taking an Italian Class from [faculty name removed] and I would like to highly commend her. She is an intelligent, enthusiastic and supportive teacher. In general, the staff at the campus on Wednesday nights seems helpful, and I would like to highly compliment the safety officer who oversees the campus parking lot on Wednesday nights. He is hardworking, efficient, helpful and cheery. One negative comment I have to make is that the classroom we are in is usually very dirty. The floors are filthy. There is always lots of dirt and paper trash on the floor in our classroom. It is hard to imagine that got that dirty over the course of one day.